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Small-scale LNG-to-Power projects
can be realized in just over 3 years
MAN Energy Solutions is targeting ASEAN and Africa
with its new integrated LNG-to-Power solutions.
“We have new projects under development mainly
in Asia and western- and northern Africa. But this
is a business we are still building,” said business
development manager Carsten Dommermuth. “For
the entire project development up to the commercial operating date we allocate a time frame of 3 to
5 years.”
n Gibraltar – Europe’s most southwesterly archipelago – MAN has
already built the 80 MW North Mole LNG-to-Power projects project.
The plant has been commissioned in mid-January and is running
smoothly ever since.
Project finance for small-scale LNG-to-Power projects is often linked
to a fuel supply concept. Hereby, the LNG supplier steps in and supports
with the LNG infrastructure, which is refinanced by higher supply costs.
“It’s a bit like the Nespresso principle,” Mr. Dommermuth told Gas
Power Tech.
Calculating a pilot LNG-to-Power project that could support decentralized areas of the Philippines grid, MAN assumes an indicative EPC
price of 750 €/kW plus maintenance cost of 4.5 €/MWh under natural gas
operation. The power plant is scalable – from 20 MW to 220 MW – dependent on how many engines of the type 18V51/60DF are being used.

I

Peakload power tariff
attractive in the Philippines
Fast economic growth, rising energy demand, and insufficient power
generation capacity, make the Philippines a very attractive market.
According to the Department of Energy (DOE) in Manila, “investment

in mid-merit and peaking power supply has not increased sufficiently.”
Peak demand if forecast to top 27,000 MW in 2030 but the firmly
committed capacity additions will only cover about 18,000 MW. The
consequence is a surge in peakload power prices, if not outright shortages in electricity supply.
For a reference small-scale LNG-to Power project, MAN engineers
calculate with an expected electricity wholesales price of 90 €/MWh,
which equals 105 $/MWh. These comparatively high power prices are
particularly attractive considering a natural gas price at site for a power
genset of between 10,5 €/MMBtu and 35 €/MMBtu.
“For the reference scenarios we expect the small-scale LNG-to Power
project to be situated in a remote location, reachable with an LNG carrier with a transport capacity of about 30,000 cbm. Best case would be to
use existing power plant sites with related infrastructure and already
continued on page 2

Soaking up CO2 from the air gets
tested in California
ExxonMobil and Global Thermostat, an R&D firm, are testing an agile solution
of soaking up carbon dioxide emissions from the air – notably from industrial
facilities and power stations – at a pilot plant in California. Once economically
viable, the solution could help meet the world’s climate goals.
he technology works by vacuuming
emissions from the environment, using a
fan that pipes in air and chemicals called
amines that remove the CO2 from the
air, industrial facilities or power plant flue gas.
The amines are essentially filtering and capturing those CO2 molecules, which can then be
sequestrated for use in the chemical industry
used for enhanced oil recovery.
Test runs are currently underway at a pilot
plant at SRI International, an R&D facility in
California. The data collected there will help

T

ExxonMobil evaluate possibilities to scale it for
broader global application.

continued on page 3
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available site with access to the high voltage
grid,” Mr. Dommermuth said in a study that
won the 'Best Paper Award' at POWER-GEN
Asia.
The LNG is assumed to arrive at a central
terminal on the island, situated not more than
25 km from the power plant site. From the import terminal, the LNG can either be transported by truck to the power station or be
regasified at the terminal and supplied via a
natural gas feeder pipeline.
The actual power plant is assumed to be operated in baseload mode with 8,000 hour power
year. Scalable between 20 MW and 220 MW,
the power plant will be driven by dual fuel engines type 51/60 DF in single-cycle installation.

Modeling future plant economics
For prospective customers, MAN can deliver
an LNG logistics and power plant concept; a
technical proposal for the LNG infrastructure
[which would be realized with a subcontractor]. Non-binding calculations are also being
made for CAPEX and OPEX for the smallscale LNG-to-power solution, and based on
modeling of future electricity tariffs these calculations give a first indication of the project’s
financial profitability.
Asked about the customer types, he specified that on IPP markets there is quite some
private equity involvement, with players looking for an attractive PPA which has to cover the
investment and debt re-payment. On the other

side of the spectrum, there are state-owned utilities on non-liberalized markets which cater for
the nation’s fuel supply for power generating.
In principle, MAN Energy Solutions can deliver all necessary parts to set up the project.
“The LNG import terminal with Jetty´s can be
provided by MAN together with an EPC partner. Regasification solution, storage solution
and a power plant can be provided by us,” Mr.
Dommermuth said.
“The LNG obviously is to be provided by a
global gas supplier, e.g. Shell, Gazprom or
BP,” he added, concluding: “Accordingly we
can cater the full value chain, and only may
need third party support to set up a jetty dependent on specifications of the coastal strip.” n

Injecting hydrogen into the local gas grids
To test Power-to-Gas systems locally, Fraunhofer ISE installed a modular hydrogen injection system in the
local gas distribution network in Freiburg, southwest Germany. Researchers coupled an electrolyzer with
120 kW electric connection power with a small hydrogen unit that is capable of storing 300 kWh of chemical
energy.
toring green hydrogen, produced with
at least 80% renewable energy, allows
to not feed excess levels of wind and
solar power into the electricity network
and hence helps balance the grid. Instead, the
surplus electricity is transformed into hydrogen
which can be stored in the existing natural
gas grid.

S

Model-predictive control
Fraunhofer ISE’s latest system of modular hydrogen injection uses model-predictive control
to optimize the usage of storage, feed-in capacity and day-ahead purchase of electricity. The
operating goal is to use inexpensive “surplus”
electricity in combination with incentives to
use locally generated electricity from renewGas Power Tech Journal
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able sources, so that operation is as beneficial as possible to the system and the
network, taking economic boundary
conditions into account.
Control algorithms have already operated the system for several months,
demonstrating very robust operation due
to a sliding calculation horizon. They
were able to tolerate deviations from
predictions, disturbances and occasional
outages of system components.

Flexibility at low cost
The gas network with its extremely inexpensive storage is an essential component of the
energy system. Via injection into the natural
gas network, this storage capacity can already
be used indirectly by small and medium-sized
hydrogen plants: By using injection into the

gas network as part of the gas distribution strategy, more flexibility can be created at low cost.
The »Freiburg Municipal Energy Association« A project is supported by the state ministry for the Environment, Climate and Energy
Economy in Baden-Württemberg, via the project agency at the Karlsruhe Institute for
Technology.
n

Continued from page 1

Striving to scale-up the solution
“Our scientists see potential in this exciting
new technology that could lead to more affordable means for reducing emissions in the
power generation and industrial sectors, and
also for potentially removing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere,” said Vijay Swarup, vice
president of research and development at
ExxonMobil.
Global Thermostat, launched in 2010 by Dr.
Peter Eisenberger and Graciela Chichilnisky, is
cooperating with ExxonMobil because scaling
solutions and getting from the R&D stage to
commercial implementation requires significant investment.

“Our direct-air capture and flue gas capture
technologies offer a way to transform the
growing risks associated with carbon dioxide
emissions into a global solution that could satisfy both business and environmental objectives. By partnering with ExxonMobil, we’re
harnessing the expertise and capabilities of one
of the world’s largest energy companies to accelerate our ability to realize that vision,” said
Peter Eisenberger, CTO and co-founder of
Global Thermostat.
Since 2000, ExxonMobil has invested more
than $9 billion in energy efficiency and lowemission technologies such as carbon capture
and next generation biofuels.
n
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Industry still lags behind on hydrogen adoption
Hydrogen could become an attractive option to indirectly electrify industrial high-temperature heat, either
via direct combustion or blending with natural gas, the International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts. Today,
coal-to-gas switching is often difficult to realize in energy-intensive industries because this would often
require a total change in the manufacturing process.
ignificant changes to furnace design
tend to be costly and not economically
attractive. Moreover, the highly integrated nature of industrial processes
also means that changing one part often requires changes to other parts of a given process. Hence, the IEA advises to advance
electrification in the industry through a carbon
tax.
Industries that require high temperature
heat, e.g. iron and steel, are particularly hard to
electrify. New electro-technologies for
process heat, such as
infrared and ultraviolet heating (with applications in drying
and curing processes)
still face some
teething problems.Induction-melting and
electric boilers, in
contrast, are already
commercially viable

S

technologies, and offer potential for electrification across a range of industrial activities.
Mechanical vapour recompression can provide higher temperature heat than what is currently practicable using heat pumps. “Such
technology could be beneficial in pulp and
paper, and certain chemical production processes, though to be economical it requires
electricity prices lower than what we project in
the Future is Electric Scenario,” IEA analysts
concluded.
n

Cost of green hydrogen expected
to plunge to $1.40/kg by 2030
The cost of producing hydrogen gas from renewables is forecast to
fall sharply over the next decade, providing an affordable fuel to decarbonise the energy and transport sectors. In Germany and Texas,
RES hydrogen costs could fall to $1.40 a kilogram by 2030 from the
current range of $2.50 to $6.80, according to research published in
Nature Energy.
€3.23/kg, is already cost competitive in niche
echnology improvements could allow
applications, although not yet for industrialfor a further slide in price to 80 cents by
2050, equivalent to a natural gas price of scale supply. This might well change within if
the cost for renewable hydrogen continues to
$6/MMBtu. At this price, green hydrofall towards €2.50/kg.
gen-fuelled power stations would be cost comIf a power-to-gas facility can also source
petitive with natural gas-fired power plants in
electricity from the grid, it would achieve
most market zones around the globe.
higher capacGreen hydrogen “already cost competitive”
ity utilization
Producing green hydrogen via electrolysis
which may
of water, using electricity from wind and solar
power sources, is still more costly in most mar- substantially
lower breakkets than the alternative method where natural
even prices
gas is ‘reformed’ into hydrogen and CO2.
for hydrogen.
In Germany and Texas, however, hydrogen
Hybrid
produced using wind power is already attracpower plants,
tive for small- and medium-scale users, Guncombing rether Glenk and Stefan Reichelstein write in a
newables
research paper.
with a powerRenewable hydrogen, produced for

T

Eneco launches
hybrid hydrogen
tech

Hybrid HHO Gas, a developed by Eneco, is
capable of generating large volumes of oxyhydrogen gas using only a small amount of
electricity. The new technology is expected
to cut the price of HHO gas by more than
two-thirds of the current average price.
Whereas conventional electrolysis uses
electricity to decompose water into hydrogen and oxygen, Eneco’s technology uses a
proprietary catalyst to generate HHO gas, a
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. Hereby,
the innovative gas contracts as it burns
while taking in its own oxygen — imploding instead of exploding
The new technology only requires a very
small amount of electricity to run a monitor
on the firm’s Eneco Plasma R Hydrogen Gas
device, but any such electricity could also
be self-generated. “You just have to start the
HHO gas generation process and use any
initially released gas to power a generator.
Then use that electricity to turn the monitor
on,” CEO Yasuhiro Yamamoto explained. n

to-gas station, can produce hydrogen cheaply
by taking advantage of fluctuations in electricity prices and intermittent renewable energy
supply. Once produced at scale, hydrogen is
very valuable as it can be used for power generation or for storing excess renewable energy
in the natural gas grid.
n
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Görlitz gets €30m funding for hydrogen research
Siemens, the state of Saxony and the Fraunhofer Institute have signed a ‘future pact for Görlitz’ and committed to invest around €30 million in the eastern German city to develop a competence center for hydrogen
technologies. The initiative is meant to ease the effects of region’s structural transformation which has
been hit by Siemens’ closure of a long-running turbine manufacturing site.
bout 800 people are still working at
Siemens industrial steam turbine
plant in Görlitz – making the company one of the region’s largest employers. However, many of these jobs are at risk.
Trying to appease labour unions, the
Siemens CEO Joe Kaeser had promised to set
up a ‘future pact’ for the economically weak
region of Lusatia. Now, he announced plans to
establishing an innovation campus and at the
former Siemens’ plant in Görlitz, where hydrogen technology will be developed together with
local startups.

A

Hydrogen lab to work with local
start-ups
Green hydrogen is expected to play a vital role
in storing excess energy from wind and solar
power and would thus be key in fast-tracking
the global energy transition.
At Görlitz, the Siemens CEO wants to cre-

ate an ecosystem for hydrogen to ensure Germany’s competitiveness in this future-oriented
field. About 100 jobs for highly qualified employees are to be created there in the next five
years.
A new hydrogen laboratory will be built at
the heart of the innovation center, where researchers from Siemens and the Fraunhofer society will study the
production, storage and
use of the fuel. The €30
million funding is seen as
a first step, with more investment likely to follow
at a later stage.
“Today is a good day
for Görlitz and Lusatia,”
Saxony’s Minister President Michael Kretschmer
said with reference to the
creation of new high-skill

MAN enters partnership to build
industrial hydrogen storage systems
Three partners – MAN Energy Solutions, Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies and Frames Group – have joint forces to design and build large
energy storages, based on Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC)
technology. The companies already offer systems with hydrogen
capacities of 5 and 12 tons per day.
OHC technology uses heat transfer oil
as a carrier for hydrogen, thus allowing
it to be stored under ambient conditions.
The process triples the amount of hydrogen that can be transported compared to
standard pressurized containers.
Hydrogenious, established in 2013 as a
spin-off of the University Erlangen -Nuremberg, is aspiring to commercialize its LOHC
technology with the help of MAN and Frames
Group. The researchers contribute their core

L

Analysis of hydrogen carriers

process know-how to the cooperation, while
Frames Group is responsible for the overall realization of the hydrogenation plant and MAN
delivers the reactor and related steam generator
equipment to the projects.
“Since our technology uses the existing infrastructure for conventional fuels, it makes
import and transportation of large amounts of
green hydrogen, for example from Scandinavian wind parks to Central Europe, feasible,”
said Daniel Teichmann, CEO of Hydrogenious
LOHC Technologies. The
partnership, in his view, is
meant to create a simple and
efficient transport network for
green energy.
Bulk hydrogen storage and
transportation will be crucial
to realize the decarbonisation
of Europe's energy consumption. Hence the systems with
capacities of up to 12 tons per
day are only the first step in
the development process. n

jobs in the region which he hopes this will
“strengthen Lusatia’s role as one of Germany’s
hubs for research and industry – from developmental work to the construction of plants.”
In addition, Siemens wants to expand R&D
into decarbonized industrial processes by exploring how hydrogen can reduce CO2 emissions in energy-intensive industries.
n

INNIO strives to build
emission-free engines
Graz’s Large Engines Competence Center
(LEC) and INNIO, formerly part of GE, have
been researching and developing regenerative fuels like hydrogen and hydrogen carrier
gases such as synthetic natural gas, methanol
or ammonia. The aim is to build gas engines
that are virtually emissions free.
The Austrian state of Tyrol is providing
€2.4 million in funding for R&D in the areas
of sustainable power generation and transportation systems as part of the COMET-K1
research program. The state energy policy is
aimed at freeing Tyrol from its dependence
on fossil fuels by 2050.
INNIO is already using hydrogen in its
Jenbacher gas engines and together with
LEC, this technology is getting enhanced
with the aim

of demonstrating by 2021 that a Jenbacher gas engine
can run on up to 100% hydrogen or methanol,
explained INNIO chief executive Carlos
Lange. Going forward, the company is looking at hydrogen and hydrogen carrier gases,
produced from surplus renewable energy. n
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Decarbonization of industry – the next frontier
After breakthroughs in curbing energy related emissions, industrial decarbonisation is the next frontier. At
zero-carbon electricity prices below $50/MWh, using electricity for heat in industrial processes becomes
more economical than carbon capture and storage (CCS), McKinsey finds.
lectricity prices below $50/MWh have
already been achieved locally (e.g.,
hydro and nuclear based power-system
of Sweden) and could be reached in
more places with the current downward cost
trend in renewable electricity generation.
Technology improvements have brought
down costs for reducing emissions from the
power, buildings, and transport sectors – much
less innovation and cost reduction have taken
place for industrial decarbonization. Between
1990 and 2014, emissions from industry surged
by 69%, or 2.2% per year, compared with a
more moderate 23% increase of emissions from
sectors such as power, buildings and transport.

E

Electrifying heat cheaper than CCS
Aiming for zero industrial emissions, McKinsey analysts propagate electrification of heat,
use clean hydrogen as feedstock or fuel, and
carbon capture and storage (CCS). “Where carbon-storage sites are available, CCS is the lowest-cost decarbonization option at current
commodity prices,” analysts underline. However, CCS imposes an additional operational
cost on industrial companies, which could be
avoided by electrification of heat.
At electricity prices below $35/MWh, hydrogen use for greenfield ammonia and steel
production sites is more cost-competitive than
applying CCS to the emissions from fuel
consumption.
Meanwhile, electrification of heat in greenfield ethylene production and in brownfield cement production becomes attractive at
electricity prices below $25/MWh.

Changes to processes, not just fuels
The most polluting industrial processes are the
manufacturing of cement (3 Gton CO2), steel
(2.9 Gton CO2), ammonia (0.5 Gton CO2), and
ethylene (0.2 Gton CO2). Together, these four
sector account for almost 45% of industry’s

“

CO2 emissions, according to McKinsey analysis. However, emissions from these sectors are
hard to abate. They cannot simply be reduced a
change in fuels (e.g. coal-to-gas switch), but
only by changes to processes.
Second, 35%of emissions come from burning fossil fuels to generate high-temperature
heat (in the focus sectors, process temperatures
can reach 700 °C to over 1,600 °C). Abating
these emissions by switching to alternative
fuels such as zero-carbon electricity would be
difficult, analysts find, because this would require significant changes to the furnace design.
Third, industrial processes are highly integrated, so any change to one part of a process
must be accompanied by changes to other parts
of that process. Finally, production facilities
have long lifetimes, typically exceeding 50
years (with regular maintenance). Changing
processes at existing sites requires costly rebuilds or retrofits.

Aiming for zero industrial emissions
Despite all technical challenges, McKinsey an-

Where carbon-storage sites are available,
CCS is the lowest-cost decarbonization option
at current commodity prices

”

McKinsey analysts

alysts are convinced that a combination of decarbonization technologies could bring industry emissions close to zero: demand-side
measures, energy efficiency improvements,
electrification of heat, using hydrogen (made
with zero-carbon electricity) as feedstock or
fuel, using biomass as feedstock or fuel, carbon
capture and storage (CCS).
Access to low-cost zero-carbon electricity
and biomass are vital to decarbonizes energyintensive industry such as cement, steel and
petrochemical factories.
Energy efficiency improvements that lower
fuel consumption by 15 to 20% can be economical in the long run. But if payback times
of less than two years are required by investors, these measures are less attractive.
Using biomass as a fuel or feedstock is financially more attractive than the electrification of heat or the use of hydrogen in cement
production and at electricity prices above
$20/MWh in steel production, according to
McKinsey analysis. However, the supply of
sustainably produced biomass is limited without sufficient re-forestation.
The total costs of fully decarbonizing these
four sectors globally are estimated to be above
$21 trillion between today and 2050. This can
be lowered to about $11 trillion if zero-carbon
electricity prices come down further compared
to fossil fuel prices.
n
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MIT analysts find ways to harness electricity –
producing bacteria
Bacteria and microbes living in oxygen-deprived environments – deep within mines, at the bottom of lakes or
in the human gut – have evolved way of breathing that involves excreting and pumping out electrons. These
microbes can actually produce electricity and MIT researchers are striving to harness these microbial power
plants to run fuel cells.
microbes that can do this.”
s microbial cells are much smaller
Dielectrophoresis is an innovative way to
than mammalian cells, researchers
quickly sort bacteria according to general prophad to come up with a microfluidic
erties, such as size and species. This time
technique that can process small
around, MIT researchers wondered whether the
samples of bacteria and gauge a specific property that is highly correlated with bacteria’s abil- technique could sass out bacteria’s electrochemical activity — a far more subtle property.
ity to produce electricity. This property, known
as polarizability, can assess a bacteria’s electrochemical activity in a safe and efficient manner.
An electric correlation
Electricity-producing bacteria are generating
In their new study, the researchers used their
electrons within their cells, then transferring
microfluidic setup to compare various strains
those electrons across their cell
membranes via tiny channels
formed by surface proteins.
“Recent work suggests there
might be a much broader range
of bacteria that have [electricity-producing] properties,” said
Cullen Buie, associate professor of mechanical engineering
at MIT. “Thus, a tool that allows you to probe those organisms could be much more
important than we thought.
It’s not just a small handful of
A microfluidic technique quickly sorts bacteria based on their capacity to generate electricity

A

of bacteria, each with a different, known electrochemical activity. From her calculations, the
post-doc Qianru Wang discovered that bacteria
that were more electrochemically active tended
to have a higher polarizability.
“We have the necessary evidence to see that
there’s a strong correlation between polarizability and electrochemical activity,” Ms. Wang
said. “In fact, polarizability might be something
we could use as a proxy to select microorganisms with high electrochemical activity.”
At least for the strains they measured, researchers can gauge their electricity production
by measuring their polarizability — something
that the group can easily, efficiently, and nondestructively track using their microfluidic
technique.
Collaborators on the team are currently
using the method to test new strains of bacteria
that have recently been identified as potential
electricity producers. “If the same trend of correlation stands for those newer strains,” Ms.
Wang is convinced “this technique can have a
broader application, in clean energy generation,
bioremediation, and biofuels production.” n

CCUS could clean up Asia’s coal power plants
Coal is likely to be the largest application of carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS), expects Laszlo
Varro, chief economist at the International Energy Agency (IEA). Around 85% of the reduction in coal plant
emissions came from efficiency and renewables, leading to fewer coal plants running less hours and only a
minority from capturing the emissions from continuous operation.
ithout CCUS as part of
the solution, reaching
our international climate
goals is practically im-

“W

possible,” he stressed.
Today, only 0.4 GW of CCS projects have
been installed in the power sector and around
32 million tons in industry. This falls way short
of the first IEA CCS roadmap, from 2009,
which aspired for CCS projects totalling
22 GW in power generation and 170 million
tons in industry by 2020.

Mind global asymmetries
Three often neglected asymmetries can be overcome with coal power plus CCS, Varro said.
The first is the age profile of coal. “There are
countries that implement coal phase out policies, but they tend to be ones like the UK where
coal mining peaked a century ago, and where

the last coal plants were built in the 1970s,” he
explained. “However, due to the massive investment wave of developing Asia, one third of
coal plants in the world are less than 10 years
old. They each represent a $2 billion capital investment and run on a cheap, well distributed
and geopolitically secure energy source. “Shutting them all down would be unrealistic given
their role energy security,” he
stressed; but “retrofitting them
with CCUS could be a feasible
alternative.”
The second asymmetry is
between the “truly amazing
success of wind and solar”
and the comparatively “slow
progress” in low carbon options for the heavy industry
that represent a third of global
emissions.

Last but not least, the third asymmetry is
between the current momentum of the energy
system and the uncomfortable facts of climate
science. “In the absence of a sudden transformation of social and political attitudes, the
CO2 concentration will overshoot,” Lazlo predicted, hence “carbon will need to be removed
from the air.”
n
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SoftBank invests $110m in start-up
that stores power in concrete blocks
SoftBank Vision Fund is investing $110 million in the Swiss startup
Energy Vault which developed an innovative technology to store energy
in stacked concrete blocks. This method is more economical than
lithium-ion batteries, Energy Vault claims, simply because cement and
sand are cheap materials.
ounded in 2017,
Energy Vault built
its first energy-storage prototype in
only nine months with less
than $2 million. Now Akshay Naheta, a managing
partner of SoftBank’s Vision Fund, thinks the technology is ready to be rolled
worldwide.
“We at the Vision Fund want to come in
when a technology is proven and it’s ready to
scale. That’s what’s so exciting about this technology. It’s not a science problem. It’s fifthgrade physics,” said Naheta. “There will be
teething problems with any new technology.
But this is more of a scaling problem.”
Other investors to support Energy Vault’s
storage technology are Cemex Ventures and
Idealab and Neotribe.

F

Kinetic energy used for RES storage
Gravity and kinetic energy is at the heart of
Energy Vaults long-duration storage. The
movement of a massive tower, made of huge
cement bricks weighing 35 metric tons, is powered by renewable energy sources (RES).
These low-cost composite bricks are lifted to

create a tower, whereby energy is stored in the
elevation gain.
When falling back to the ground, the kinetic
energy from the falling mass of 35 tons is
turned back into electricity. During the fall,
control software ensures the bricks are placed
in exactly the right location each time.
Energy Vault’s modular plant is available in
capability ranges of 20-35-80 MWh storage capacity and a 4-8 MW of continuous power discharge for 8-16 hours. According to Energy
Vault, the plant is well suited for long duration
storage with very fast response times but may
also be used to deliver ancillary services.
The first facility under development is a
35 MWh system in Northern Italy, and Energy
Vault said there are other undisclosed contracts
with several customers.
n
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Recycling EV
batteries into
energy storage
On-site power provider Cummins and researchers at the University of California
(UC) San Diego are looking into how to
reuse and repurpose electric vehicle (EV)
batteries for energy storage. The focus lies
on lithium-ion batteries, which are currently recycled at a rate of less than 5% in
the U.S. market.
EV batteries are typically designed to last
over 300,000 miles, and once disused by
cars they still have a capacity of up to 70%,
according to Nissan and EFD. This may not
be enough for fast-accelerating cars, but is
certainly sufficient for energy storage.
Second-life battery project often incorporate manufacturers of electric vehicles. In
October, EDF Energy and Nissan embarked
on a project that combines used EV batteries with demand response. Wärtsilä and
Hyundai Motor joined forces already back
in 2018 to develop second-life EV batteries
in Germany, with Hyundai estimating there
will be 29 GW of second-life EV batteries
available by 2025.
n

Industry awaits launch of 8 hours, grid-scale batteries by 2030
Long duration, grid-scale energy storage will be a game changer, allowing for more renewables integration.
The industry is developing new batteries that will extend the current 2 to 4 hours of energy storage to up to
8 hours. These batteries are expected to be ready for use by 2030.
eyond 2030, there are developments
on long-term electrochemical batteries
that will hold electricity for several
months. For longer storage durations,
energy storage based on sodium sulfur and
flow batteries are being developed.
These devices will allow for solar power
generated in summer to be stored for use in autumn or winter. Similarly, hydro-energy could
be stored in spring for use in the peak summer
period.
Most newly deployed batteries will be
paired with solar PV and wind power as they
increase their dispatchability. For operators,
these hybrid renewables plus storage installations allow revenue stacking from energy arbitrage and ancillary services offered to the grid.

B

Falling costs for 4-hour batteries
With variable renewables seen to make up half
of global capacity additions through 2040, utilities embrace energy storage to cover their
flexibility requirements. The International Energy Agency (IEA) expects the cost for fourhour battery systems will
fall to $220 per kWh by
2040, spurring a utilityscale deployment of energy
storage of close to 220 GW.
Storage allows for
higher overall utilisation of
power generation assets,
which lowers the risk of
system and provides higher
average revenues through

enhanced flexibility. IEA analysts hence call
flexibility “the cornerstone of future electricity
systems.”
In the New Policies Scenario (NPS) scenario,
battery storage and demand-side response are
forecast to contribute 40 GW by 2040.
n

Energy Vault's 35MWh storage system
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Swiss firm uses CO2 from the air to create methanol fuel
Silent-Power Project, a Swiss technology start-up, is producing of CO2-neutral electricity from methanol. CEO
Urs Weidmann told Gas to Power Journal the company aims to achieve an annual production of 1 million liters
of carbon neutral methanol with its first synthesis plant by 2020.
oday Methanol is the second
most traded liquid on the globe,
just after crude oil,” Weidmann
claimed. However, green
Methanol is not yet available in notable quantity: “A few pilot installations are currently
demonstrating the technical feasibility of this
pathway, but applications in a meaningful scale
still have to follow,” he said.

“T

M99 made in scalable
synthesis process
The basis for the Silent-Power’s liquid fuel
technology is M99, a simple alcohol which can
store energy in a chemical form. Produced in a
synthesis process based on CO2 from the atmosphere, water and electrical energy, the
M99methanol is 99% pure and said to be “producible in almost unlimited quantities.”
No secondary costs are incurred, since the
production process is based on only CO2 and
water - two absolutely non-toxic combustion
products. Moreover, no catalytic converters are
necessary, meaning there is no risk of acid rain,
and no flue stacks.

For this technology, Silent-Power Project in
2016 won the Swiss Innovation Prize for the
Promotion of Economic Future Opportunities.

Use for power gen, and as
green additive to car fuels
“Main main use of methanol nowadays is in
petrochemical plants, where methanol serves as
a base resource to produce anything around
plastics,” Weidmann explained. The high conversion efficiency of M99 into electricity,
reaches theoretically up to 86% which compares
positively with about 25% for petrol-based car
engines and about 33% for diesel engines.
“Our goal is to introduce Methanol as an
energy carrier in the energy sector, i.e. to produce electric power for utilities,” he added.
“Also we see a huge market as a green additive
to car fuels, like gasoline and diesel, where
green methanol is used to boost the compliance
of these fuels with EU regulatory demands.
"Big car manufacturers are already starting
mass production of cars running on pure
methanol, following the example of Geely
in China.”
n

Scheme of Silent Power’s M99 methanol synthesis

UK supplier adds Bio-LNG to its offering
Flogas Britain has added liquid biomethane
to its off-grid energy supply. The new BioLNG is being marketed to businesses running
continuous, energy-intensive manufacturing
or industrial processes, as well as the transportation industry.
Bio-LNG is produced during an anaerobic
digestion (AD) process, which breaks down
organic matter (such as food, sewage sludge or
animal waste) to produce methane-rich biogas.
The process makes Bio-LNG a renewable energy source that produces fewer carbon emis-

sions than other off-grid fuels and pollutants,
the company said, claiming this marks the industry’s first Bio-LNG solution for commercial and industrial operations.
Flogas Britain supplies tens of thousands
of tonnes of conventional LNG every year
for industrial use but as the UK moves towards a commitment to cut emissions to ‘Net
Zero’ by 2050, Bio-LNG is perfectly place to
fuel industry. Businesses already running
their operations using LNG can switch to
Bio-LNG instantly.
n
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Improving cooling effectiveness of gas turbines
Researchers from Kawasaki Heavy Industries (KHI) and B&B Agema have been looking at a novel design
approach – Nekomimi film cooling – to further increase temperatures at the combustor exit and highpressure turbine stage inlet. The aim is to boost efficiency without putting too much strain on vanes and
blades, considering that modern turbine stage inlet temperatures exceed the melting points of turbine
blade materials.
shaped holes: The result has been profound
ears, reflecting the visual appearance of the
o combat this, our turbine blade
cooling improvements of 200% to 300% in the
holes.
designs have incorporated a
nekomimi designs over reference shaped holes
“During film cooling, cool air is bled from
technique known as film cool– technology that has been co-patented by KHI
the compressor stage, ducted to the internal
ing,” explains Jens Dickhoff,
and B&B-AGEMA.
chambers of the blades and vanes, and disTechnical Manager R&D at B&B Agema. ToRecently B&B-AGEMA and KHI decided
charged through small holes in the blade and
gether with Masahide Kazari and Ryozo
to automate their design search through the
vane walls. This air provides a thin, cool insuTanaka, researchers at Kawasaki Heavy Indususe of HEEDS, the design exploration softlating layer along the surface of the blades and
tries, he wrote a research paper based on joint
ware from Siemens PLM’s Red Cedar Techvanes,” Dickhoff said.
in-depth investigations into nekomimi designs
nology subsidiary, and the
and the trade-off between higher
HEEDS-based Optimate+TM
film cooling effectiveness versus
add-on module for STAR-CCM+.
lower coolant mass flow.
“This change makes it possible
The L30A from Kawasaki
for them to evaluate hundreds of
Heavy Industries (KHI) is the
designs in the time previously
world’s most efficient gas turbine
required to assess just a handin its 30-megawatt power class.
ful, methodically comparing large
The L30A was developed by
numbers of traditional fan-shaped hole
KHI with support from B&Bdesigns to nekomimi-shaped
AGEMA GmbH, an engineering
holes,” reservices firm based in
searchers
Aachen, Gerexplained.
many, specialDuring
izing in the
the design
design of energy
search proceconversion
dure, Optimate+ was
machinery and
used for the
plants, most
automated
notably gas turdesign exbine components.
ploration process,
Conjugate
STAR-CCM+ for
heat transfer
fluid flow and heat
(CHT), a comtransfer simulation
putational fluid
Nekomimi design parameters (left); reference fan-shaped-hole parameters (right) as well as geometry modeling
dynamics (CFD) technique for
of the fan-shaped holes,
predicting thermal flux beSiemens NX for parametric geometry modelNekomimi technology combines the two
tween a solid body and a gas or liquid flowing
ing of the nekomimi-shaped holes, and HEEDS
cylindrical holes of the DJFC within a single
over or inside it, is a particular expertise of the
Post for visualizing and interpreting results.
hole design to overcome the inefficiency of the
firm, which has worked closely with Siemens
This novel approach makes it possible to
air supply situation. This was achieved by
PLM to simulate 3D fluid flow and pioneer
build a database of the best nekomimi coolingshifting the holes of the DJFC configuration to
new CHT methods.
hole designs for a variety of pressure ratios and
the same streamwise position, uniting both
Cooperation between B&B-AGEMA and
coolant mass flow rates. From this database,
KHI began in the 1990s and from the 2000s on, holes, and replacing the two supply holes with
cooling-design engineers can select the best dea central one.
B&B-AGEMA used CFD methods for film
sign to achieve higher cooling effectiveness
The computational domain used to virtually
cooling simulations as well as the “Nekomimi”
and lower cooling air consumption.
test the cooling effectiveness of different
film cooling. Nekomimi is Japanese for cat’s
“For all kinds of film cooling holes, this
study strongly enhances basic
understanding of secondary flow phenomena
This novel approach makes it possible to build
and their impact on cooling effectiveness. Further, it proves the value of automated design
a database of the best nekomimi cooling-hole designs for
space exploration for solving a broad range of
a variety of pressure ratios and coolant mass flow rates
standard engineering problems,” Mr Dickhoff
concluded.
n
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Mitsubishi Electric develops two new GIS technologies
Mitsubishi Electric Corp has developed two technologies for gas-insulated switchgears (GIS): arc-cooling
that improves the interruption of electrical current in sulfur-fluoride GIS by 25% and high-density dielectric
coating that improves insulation performance by 30% in high-voltage conductors.
he two technologies allow manufacturers to make switchgears even smaller
than they are today, and help reduce the
use of sulfur-fluoride (SF 6), a potent
greenhouse gas with a global-warming potential
that is 22,800 times greater than that of CO2.

T

Arc-cooling
As for arc-cooling technology, the interrupter
has two pairs of electrodes that remain closed
when electric power is supplied. When the
electrodes are opened the current cannot be interrupted immediately due to the conductive
arc. In conventional method, the arc is extin-

guished by flowing the arc with gas to lower
its temperature.
Mitsubishi Electric’s new way of arc-cooling uses a unique coolant to generate a highpressure gas jet to effectively cool and then
extinguish the arc: This leads to a 25% improvement of current-interruption, compared to
conventional methods.

Dielectric coating
The high-density dielectric coating, meanwhile, thickens the coating layer on high-voltage conductors and thereby improves dielectric
performance by 30% compared to operation

without this layer.
In the switchgear, compressed SF6 gas is injected between a metal high-voltage conductor
and a grounded tank. If the conductor's metal
surfaces are not coated, surface roughness of
even just several μm can lead to electric discharges and thereby diminish the dielectric performance of the SF6 gas.
Mitsubishi Electric's new dielectric coating
technology inhibits such discharges, and densifyies the coating layer which suppresses discharges due to air in the layer.

Downsizing to use less SF6
Better current interruption through improved
arch-cooling allows operators to use just one
interrupter instead of two. Moreover, the highdensity dielectric coating lowers discharges
from the conductor surfaces, so less sulfur-fluoride (SF 6) need to be used.
Conventional designs required two interrupters to conform to Japan's JEC-2300 standard and the IEC 62271-100 international
standard. But Mitsubishi Electric’s new GIS
requires only one interrupter which greatly
reduces the use of the greenhouse gas SF6. n

Siemens supports grid impact study of SF6 &F-gas free alternatives
Siemens is supporting a study by the German Fraunhofer Institute for Energy Economics (IEE), and the French
Grenoble Ecole de Management, on SF6 and F-gas free alternatives for medium voltage (MV) gas-insulated
switchgear installations in Europe. The research – funded by Siemens and Schneider Electric Industries –
has started in mid-March and is running until early 2020.
ponsors of the study aim for a fasttrack and efficient delivery, with results
to be made public through a white
paper.
Reserchers in Grenoble and Kassel focus on
the environmental and socio-economic impact
SF6 in comparison with F-gas free solutions as
an alternative. The study assesses operational
challenges for power grid operators, comparing
the use of SF6 and F-gas free alternatives for
switchgear. Considering TSOs need a long
lead-time for implementation before reaching a
sufficient acceptance level, the study carefully
analyses the socio-economic impact (e.g. market acceptance) for alternatives to SF6.

S

Interested TSO invited to join study
Third parties, preferably power grid stakeholders, are invited to join the research. The idea is
to gather input from market participants who
have a strong interest in the area of electrical

MV power equipment. Further sponsors are
also invited to take part in the study which is
intended to support the COP 21 Paris Agreement, as well as industry's commitment to
sustainability.
Siemens product portfolio includes gas-insulated switchgear
(GIS) for rated
voltages from 72.5
kV to 550 kV.
Looking back at
over 45 years of experience with SF6
technology,
Siemens has installed switch fields
in all climatic zones
of the earth, recording over 420,000
years of operation.
On offer is

F-gas-free environmentally friendly technology
as in the so-called blue GIS product line, which
uses an innovative clean air insulation medium,
and vacuum interrupter unit technology in a
compact, single transport unit, ready for cable
connection.
n
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Tests show Hardide’s CVD coating extends
life of steam turbine blades
Surface coating developer Hardide has announced that testing – commissioned by EDF Energy and carried
out by the British National Physical Laboratory (NPL) – indicates nanostructured chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) coating can extend the life of steam turbine blades. The CVD coating made the tested FV520B turbine
blades more resistant to erosion and cracking.
he test series, carried out at Manchester
University, examined the latest structure
of Hardide blade coatings and assessed
its effectiveness as a protection from
various forms of erosion. In focus of the testing
was the static behaviour solid particle erosion
resistance of the Hardide coating on FV520B
steam turbine blades.
After 90 hours of exposure to water droplet

T

erosion (up to 1.2x108 water droplet impacts),
the Hardide-A coated 410 stainless steel samples showed almost no discernible damage in
the central zone. In contrast, the uncoated 410
stainless steel samples suffered major damage
with a 200 microns deep scar across the sample
face after a much shorter exposure of just
7 hours.
Key findings of the tests series were that

FV520B blades yielded 0.18% weight loss for
uncoated material compared to 0.04% weight
loss for coated blades after 30 hours of static
testing. The coating was shown to have a minimal effect on the blade’s natural frequencies;
however, this effect is dependent on the coating
thickness and blade design.
“Water droplet erosion and fatigue are
industry-wide pressing issues (…). It damages
the surface of steam and gas turbine blades, increasing turbine rotation drag and reducing efficiency.
“These tests have proven that the Hardide
coating can protect the leading and trailing
edges of the blades which will increase their
service life and maintain optimal turbine efficiency for longer, saving downtime and maintenance costs,” commented Dr Zhuk of
Hardide Coatings.
Following the results of the NPL test, EDF
Energy plans to begin field testing Hardidecoated blades in the near future, Dr Hahn of
EDF Energy said. "These preliminary tests are
very encouraging and show the Hardide CVD
coating offers a significant improvement for
preventing material loss rates."
n

Pittsburg Uni researches 3D printing of GT airfoils
Researchers at the Pittsburg University are looking into 3D printing for gas turbines. Supported by over
$777 million in government funding, Dr. Chyu and his research team explore applications for an anti-oxidation
coating that can help cool airfoils and other hot-section components in gas turbines.
gas turbine is a type of internal combustion engine
that mixes air, fuel, and
combustion to rapidly spin
fan-shaped blades—or airfoils—and create mechanical energy. While generating enormous
amounts of energy, gas turbines also generate
enormous amounts of heat and are at risk of
being damaged by these high-temperatures,”
explained Minking Chyu, Mary Orr Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Materials Science at Pitt’s Swanson School of
Engineering.
The team is working with new materials
called Oxide Dispersion-Strengthened (ODS)
Alloys to protect turbine blades by making
them more resistant to high temperatures.
Combining these alloys with 3D-printed lattice

“A

bines and reduce temperature even further,”
and transpiration cooling systems, the turbines
Dr. Chyu explained.
not only are much less likely to suffer heat
n
damage but also can
be operated with a
higher temperature
for better efficiency.
“The alloys we’re
developing increase
the melting point of
the turbine’s components, and therefore,
improve their heat resistance. Additive
manufacturing enables us to create
complex lattice structures that allow cool
air to enter the turDr. Chyu (right) examining an investment casting airfoil
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